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ABSTRACT

Mavridis discusses ten desiderata for conversational robots
[3], of which we specifically address the following three in our
research. (1) R3D3 should be able to understand sentences
and intentions that are more complex than clear directives
(breaking the ‘simple commands only’ barrier). (2) R3D3
should be able to take initiative in conversations, but should
also allow users to take initiative (mixed-initiative dialogue).
(3) R3D3 should express itself by synchronizing its verbal
and nonverbal behaviour, for example, gazing at users it addresses verbally (motor correlates of speech and non-verbal
communication). We believe that these desiderata can be
met by combining a physical robot and a virtual human,
which can complement each other’s strengths and weaknesses [2]. The robot’s physicality allows it to approach
and guide people; the virtual human’s extended range of
expressions and verbal behaviour allow for more elaborate
dialogues. However, this approach implies new challenges,
such as more complex turn-taking behaviour than in bilateral interactions [5]. In the following section, we address
how we intend to overcome these challenges.

We discuss the design of R3D3, a rolling receptionist robot
with the ability to conduct ‘double Dutch dialogues’: dialogues (in Dutch) that involve, besides a human user, both
a robot and a virtual human. R3D3 is intended to assist
people when they visit shops, museums, or other establishments by acting as a host or receptionist. In the R3D3
project, we investigate how users can interact with the robot
through natural language and nonverbal behaviour. R3D3
uses computer vision to determine user characteristics and
combines this with automated speech recognition to analyse
users’ intentions. The robot and virtual human complement
each other’s affordances for verbal and nonverbal behaviour.
Our preliminary studies have shown that ‘double Dutch dialogues’ require careful attention management through verbal
and nonverbal behaviours by the robot and the virtual human, and that a receptionist robot should take the initiative
in conversations to fulfil its intentions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

Current human-robot interactions rarely involve the use
of natural language for communication [3]. In the R3D3
project, we strive to create a robot with a specific focus
on this modality for interaction with human visitors of museum, shops, and governmental buildings. R3D3 is a mobile
(rolling) robot with receptionist functionality, that conducts
‘double Dutch dialogues’ with visitors through a duo consisting of a robot and a virtual human. The robot is capable
of limited verbal and nonverbal behaviour, while the virtual
human has richer conversational behaviour.
R3D3 should understand what people are saying (content)
and why they are saying it (intention). This is a challenge
in the fields of both human-robot interaction and humanvirtual agent interaction [5]. In R3D3 these fields come together. We investigate the three research areas involved in
such interactions: the sensing of (audiovisual) information,
the processing of this information for decision-making, and
the realization of (embodied) behaviour.

DESIGN OF R3D3

R3D3 combines a virtual human (Leeloo) and a social
robot (EyePi) in one mobile manifestation. Figure 1a shows
a conceptual sketch of R3D3; Figure 1b shows the current
prototype. The two entities each have their own role in the
dialogues. EyePi’s physical embodiment allows it to attract
the attention of users and physically guide them to points
of interest. Because EyePi’s nonverbal and verbal behaviour
are limited, R3D3 uses Leeloo’s richer verbal and nonverbal
behaviour to complement EyePi’s behaviour.
The software architecture of R3D3 is shown in Figure 1c.
It is implemented in asap, a platform for social agents that
is suitable for controlling the behaviour of both robots and
virtual humans [4]. R3D3 accepts audiovisual input through
modules for automated speech recognition and computer
vision. Language models for the speech recognition software are trained through deep learning, using Kaldi.1 The
computer vision module can detect users’ demographics and
emotions.2 The dialogue manager uses these two information streams to store user models for all recognized users.
Using these models, it determines whether someone is speaking and whether R3D3 itself should take initiative to speak.
The dialogue manager also estimates the intentions of users,
for example, whether they want directions to a point of interest or information about the current exhibition in a museum.
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Figure 1: (a) A conceptual sketch of R3D3. (b) The current prototype, including a sketch of the envisioned
placement of the tablet. (c) The architecture connecting all the software modules of R3D3.

4.

Additionally, the dialogue manager keeps track of the phase
of the dialogue, such as introduction, establishing intentions
and navigation. Based on the current dialogue phase, the
dialogue state (who is speaking), and the user’s intention,
the dialogue manager decides which tasks should be assigned
to either EyePi or Leeloo. Certain tasks can be carried out
in tandem. For example, when Leeloo explains to the user
where a certain object is located in the physical environment, she can ask EyePi to point it out through gaze. By
addressing the other entity, Leeloo attempts to shift a user’s
attention to EyePi, ensuring that he or she is not confused
by the dialogue with two conversational partners.

3.

NEXT STEPS

Our pilot studies confirm that attention management in
multi-party interactions is an important challenge. We have
already taken the first steps toward modelling engagement in
multi-party interactions, similar to [1]. We created a model
to divide a robot’s attention between multiple users by assigning priorities to each of them, based on their behaviour.
We will investigate this approach in upcoming user studies.
The following step in this project is expanding the possible
behaviours for both the robot and the virtual human, improving their synchronicity. Furthermore, we aim at widening the range of recognizable user intentions, matching them
to each of the contexts R3D3 will be placed in. Finally,
R3D3 should be adaptable to even more to unexpected situations it may encounter. We will investigate this in upcoming
evaluations. Automatically keeping track of successful and
failed interactions will provide valuable feedback to further
iterate R3D3’s design and expand its behaviour.

FIRST STUDIES

We have investigated user interactions with several early
prototypes of R3D3 at different venues. At a language festival, we used a first prototype of R3D3, consisting of Leeloo
and EyePi’s movable head, to investigate how people would
interact with the two entities. EyePi supported Leeloo by
nodding in agreement when she explained certain things, or
by gazing at a point of attention Leeloo pointed at. The
robot head attracted much attention, but its behaviour was
limited to tilting and emoting. This caused people to pay attention mostly to Leeloo, whom they could actually talk to.
From this, we conclude that there needs to be more explicit
cooperation between the two synthetic entities to make sure
the users’ attention is appropriately divided between them.
At the Dutch Police Academy, we demonstrated a second prototype with the fully assembled robot. People could
ask R3D3 questions in natural language, which were translated and matched to answers in R3D3’s database. We constructed the possible dialogues in a way that Leeloo explicitly asked about which topic someone would want to
hear, listing several options. This guidance assisted users in
choosing what to say, resulting in fairly fluent conversations,
though still limited in length and depth. EyePi assisted
Leeloo by expressing matching emotions. When someone’s
utterance wasn’t completely understood, Leeloo asked the
user to repeat herself. On some occasions, the user would
simply repeat the keyword central to her request. This is an
indication that people are aware of R3D3’s limited understanding and are willing to cope with it.
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